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PERSONAL PARTICULARS

Name: Liu Zhengyou (刘正有) 

Gender: Male

Hometown: Hongqi Township,  Zigong City, Sichuan province 

Date of birth: March 10, 1952

National ID card number: 5103 0419 5203 1023 1

Family Members:

Father: Deceased.

Mother: Deceased.

Wife: Hu Yulan ( 兰胡玉 ), who received a one and half years sentence 

but with a reprieve.

Sister: Liu Li  (刘利).

Children: Son, imprisoned for 15 years on charges of drug offense.

Daughter: Liu Jing .

Profession(s): Farmer, Construction worker, owner of a rural machine tool 

factory 

Type of Work: Farmer leader/organizer, leader of rights defense group, 

investigator, writer

Affiliation(s): Charter 08 (signatory) 
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HUMAN RIGHTS WORK

Liu turned into an activist in 1993, when a massive reconstruction project for a “New High Tech Development  

Zone” started in  Hongqi Township in  his home city of Zigong, Sichuan province. During 1993, the township 

started confiscating 2500 hectares of farm land, hosting 30,000 farmers. The compensation offered was very  

limited, estimated at one-sixth the cost of buying a new house in the area, and the farmers organized to oppose 

the confiscation, electing Liu there leader. As their leader, Liu has organized sit-ins, filed six lawsuits, filed four 

appeals against the courts’ refusal to hear the case, and one petition to higher levels. During the time, Police 

units have come by to forcibly remove villagers refusing to move and shut off roads, water and electricity to the  

area.

Several  times  large  scale  confrontations 

have occurred, resulting, at one such time, 

in  the  death  of  four  farmers,  several 

others  were  permanently  handicapped 

and  tens  of  other  injured.  One  of  the 

largest confrontations occurred on July 4, 

2003, when about 1,000 police descended 

on  Hongqi  Township  using  sticks  and 

electric prods to disperse the crowd.

Because  he  is  the  leader  of  the  Hongqi 

township farmers Liu has been detained and beaten on several occasions, but he has continuously persisted in  

his work to oppose the government land grab.

With expanding experience in leadership and activism, Liu has also worked for many other causes, and have  

investigated and documented various types of human rights violations. Liu was one of the first human rights 

defenders  to  investigate  and report  on the now well-known system of  “Black  Jails”  as  well  as  psychiatric  

institutions being used as detention centers. 
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Liu has continuously provided support to petitioners, and worked to document a variety of rights violations in 

Zigong,  as well  as  outside of  Sichuan province.  He,  amongst others,  helped organize farmers  in Shandong  

province in a land confiscation case. Liu is also vocal in his support for fellow human rights defenders in China, 

and openly speaks to Chinese and foreign media about China's human rights problems. He publicly defended  

fellow human rights defender Tan Zouren ahead of Tan's August 12, 2009 trial.

Liu is a signatory of Charter 08 – a declaration calling for political reforms. Besides this, Liu is a prolific writer,  

having  published at  least  57  articles  highlighting  and  exposing  human rights  violations,  and  unlawful  acts  

committed by the Zigong local  government,  at  Boxun, a  popular Internet portal  known for its  coverage of 

human rights violations in China. 

PAST VIOLATIONS

This section will provide information on some of the many rights violations Liu has had to endure over his soon  

20 year long career as a human rights defender.

• Physical assault, detention

July 4, 2003, after Liu organized a large demonstration to oppose a land grab by the local authorities about 

1,000 police descended on Hongqi Township to crush the opposition using sticks and electric prods. They beat  

up a large number of farmers, including Liu, and put 21, including Liu in detention for “disturbing traffic”. Four 

farmers were killed in the melee. 

• Physical assault, detention

On April 20, 2005, Liu  organized opposition to a land grab of farmers' land in Hongqi village, Weiping village  

and other villages of Zigong city; later, more than 2,000 villagers tried to hand in a petition to Zigong Mayor 

Wang Hailin. They were stopped by 700 police and officials. During the altercation with police, several villagers  

were badly injured including Liu. They were taken to the hospital for treatment, after which Liu and four others  

were detained and later released. 
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• Detention, forced repatriation

April 16, 2006. Detained illegally by Police and airport security at Beijing Capitol airport while on his way to 

Geneva for a UN human rights training session hosted by the  International Service for Human Rights (ISHR), 

from June 17 to 25, 2006. One of the detaining policemen said that Liu was stopped and detained because he 

was under “criminal investigation”. Policemen also told him he had been detained by orders of the Zigong  

Municipal Public Security Bureau (PSB) and Sichuan Provincial PSB.

After being detained Liu was transferred to custody of Zigong policemen and Zigong officials at the Zigong city  

liaison office in Beijing. Liu was later put, forcibly, on a train to Zigong. No warrant, arrest order, detention 

certificate, or release certificate was provided to Liu . While back in Zigong, Liu was questioned by the Huidong  

Branch of the Zigong PSB.

• Detention, house restriction

On June 18, 2008 Liu was detained by police, and told he would be placed under criminal detention; however, 

he was released the same day upon obtaining a guarantor pending trial as allowed under article 52 of the  

Criminal Procedure Law. His wife served as his guarantor. While he was not officially placed under house arrest  

or residential surveillance, he was effectively restricted to his house, granted only limited mobility, until June  

16, 2009. The charge levied against him was “using a cult to undermine the implementation of law”.

• Other violations 2009:

Liu was summoned by the Huidong Branch of the Zigong City Public Security Bureau to “discuss his work” on  

the following occasions during 2009: 

 February 23

 April 15

 April 17

 April 20

 June 2
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About Liu's wife: Liu's wife Hu Yulan (胡玉兰) was detained by police on November 27, 2009 and arrested on 

December 7 the same year. Her relatives received the detention notice. She was also charged with fraud. 

About Liu's son: Liu's wife claimed that their son, who is currently serving 15 years of imprisonment on a drug  

offense, was trapped by the Police in retaliation of Liu's work surrounding human rights violations and the  

Zigong government's attempted land grab.  (NOTE: The Chinese Urgent Action Working Group has no way of 

verifying this information.  ）
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CURRENT SITUATION

At  roughly  1pm,  on  November  11,  2009,  local 

police  came  to  Liu's  home  and  forcefully 

detained  him,  placing  him  in  “criminal 

detention”  on  suspicion  of  “fraud”.  He  was 

sentenced  to  two  years  of  imprisonment  on 

August 20, 2010.

Eight officers detained Liu at his home, and they 

continued  to  search  his  home,  and  copied 

material from his computer, and confiscated his 

residence- and ID card. The Police delayed the 

giving  of  a  receipt  on  the  articles  confiscated 

until the next day, as Liu's wife refused to sign 

the  letter  of  confiscated  goods.  His  wife,  Hu 

Yulan, would herself be detained on November 

27 later the same year.

When relatives  of  Liu  traveled to the Huidong 

Police Station to visit Liu they were told he was 

under criminal detention and not allowed to see family or relatives, and that he could only see an appointed 

lawyer.

The  process  for  the  case  has  been  slow,  including  the  Procuratorate  sending  back  the  case  for  further  

investigation, as well as issuing itself extensions as to whether to prosecute or not.
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PARTICULARS

• Detained: Roughly 13 o'clock/1pm on November 11, 2009 

• Arrested: December 7, 2009 

• Reason: Suspicion of “fraud"

• Reason for charge: Accused of forging work experience documentation to retain insurance policy

• Detention center: Huidong Police Station, Zigong City Public Security Bureau (PSB)

• Current Situation: Case investigation completed, case is being moved to trial.

• Legal counsel: Zheng Jianwei (郑 伟建 )

• Case sent to procuratorate: February 2, 2010. Gives itself a half-month extension on March 2 to decide 

whether to prosecute or not.

• Case returned to police for further investigation: March 16

• Trial date and place: 9am, July 6, 2010 at Sichuan province, Zigong city, Ziliujing district court

• Place, date and content of verdict: 4pm, August 20, 2010 at Ziliujing district court, sentenced to 2 years 

of imprisonment, with a 1,5 years reprieved sentence to his wife

SITUATION IN DETENTION

Due to the Procuratorate returning the case to the police for further investigation twice, as well as offering an 

additional  extension to police  at  one point,  Liu  and his  wife  has  spent  a  considerable  amount  of  time in  

detention. Hu Yulan's health has been steadily deteriorating while in detention, and after both Liu and his wife 

was denied bail on March 8, 2010 (bail request submitted February 4), Liu started his first hunger-strike, as he,  

as well  as his legal  representative,  found it  unreasonable and surprising that they were denied bail  as the  

charge against them is for a non-violent crime, and is not related to any issues of threatening the state or party.  

He started another hunger-strike later on, amongst others to protest police officers trying to force him to write 

a  confession,  which  was  aborted  when  the  his  and  his  wife's  case  went  to  trial  after  a  period  of  the  

procuratorate seemingly trying to stall the process by extensions and calling for further investigation. His lawyer  

described Liu as “extremely weak” when meeting him in early June while Liu was on his hunger-strike. During 
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the meeting Liu had to be supported by police officers.

While being visited by his lawyer policemen have been watching and monitoring their conversations.

Liu has said they he has experienced no physical violence while in detention. 

TRIAL

During the trial  date around 500 supporters gathered outside the court  house to show their  support.  Liu'  

daughter Liu Jing was apprehended by police and brought to a police station and not released until later in the  

evening after the hearing was over. 

Both Liu and Hu's lawyer expressed dismay at both the proceedings itself as well as the many irregularities in 

the preparation phase before the start of the trial. They noted that, amongst others, the following problems  

made a just and fair trial impossible:

• The judge would repeatedly interrupt and stop the lawyers' pleadings and arguments;

• The lawyers was not given full access to the procuratorate's evidence during the preparation for the 

trial, nor given enough time to analyze the evidence and legal documents they where allowed to copy.

For a legal analysis of the breaches of law and procedural regulations, please see below.
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CONTRAVENTION OF LAWS

APPLICABLE INTERNATIONAL LAW

DECLARATION ON HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS

We believe that Liu has been working to ensure, amongst others, the application of the following articles:

 Article 8 (paragraph 2), which states that any individual, or individual in association with others, shall 

have the right to submit to the government or agencies concerned with public affairs, criticism of how 

they handle protection of human rights, and propose how that handling can be improved;

 Article 9 (paragraph 1), which states that everyone has the right to benefit from effective remedy 

against violation of their human rights, and (paragraph 2 and 3) that everyone has the right to complain 

about a violation against their rights, and to have their complaint promptly reviewed by an 

independent, impartial authority, and also to have the right to provide assistance and advice in 

defending other people's human rights;

 Article 12, which states that everyone has the right to participate alone and with others in peaceful 

activities against violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms and are equally protected from 

persecution when acting peacefully against these violations.

We believe that the following articles have been broken in the governments handling of Liu's case:

 Article 1, which states that everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to 

promote and to strive for the protection and realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms at 

the national and international levels; 

 Article 5, which states that everyone, alone or with others, has the right to meet, and to form and join 

together in non-governmental organizations or groups.

 Article 8, which provides that individuals shall have the right to criticize government bodies' failures in 

protecting human rights and to provide suggestions on how to improve human rights protection, for 

which citizens shall have effective access to its government; and

 Article 9, which states that anyone who has had their human rights violated shall have the right to use 

existing channels to redress such violations, and to have such accusations impartially reviewed, and 
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that everyone has the right to complain about individual officials violating someone's human rights. The 

state must provide a prompt and impartial investigation into any credible accusation.

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

We believe that Liu has been working to ensure, amongst others, the application of the following articles:

 Article 10, which states that everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 

independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any 

criminal charge against him. 

 Article 17, states that everyone has the right to own property and no one may be arbitrarily deprived of 

his or her property. 

 Article 19, states that everyone has the right to freedom of expression, without interference.

 Article 20, everyone has the right to peacefully assemble 

We believe that the following articles have been broken in the government's handling of Liu's case:

 Article 7, which states that all people are equal before the law and entitled to equal protection under 

the law;

 Article 8, which states that everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent authority 

for acts violating the human rights granted him by the constitution or by law;  

 Article 9, that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention; 

 Article 11, which states that no one shall be held guilty of any penal offense on account of any act or 

omission which did not constitute a penal offense, and 

 Article 12, which states that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, 

home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 

protection of the law against such interference or attacks. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES ON THE ROLE OF LAWYERS (not legally binding)
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 Article 8, “All arrested, detained or imprisoned persons shall be provided with adequate opportunities, 

time and facilities to be visited by and to communicate and consult with a lawyer, without delay, 

interception or censorship and in full confidentiality. Such consultations may be within sight, but not 

within the hearing, of law enforcement officials.” The meetings between Liu and his lawyer were 

monitored and was thus in violation of this basic principle, which is also encoded in the Chinese “Law 

on Lawyers” (see below).

 Article 21 states that the government shall “ensure lawyers access to appropriate information, files and 

documents...” pertaining to the legal process against the person charged with a crime. This information 

should be provided in sufficient time to ensure effective legal assistance. Liu's lawyer has not been 

allowed full access to relevant information and documents, nor was he given the documents he did 

receive in time for a full analysis.  

DOMESTIC LAWS

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LAW

• Article 168 states that court proceedings and verdict shall take place within one (1) month. Verdict was 

to be delivered on August 6, 2010 at the latest, but was not delivered until August 20.

LAW ON LAWYERS

• Article 33 states that meetings between legal counsel and client shall not be monitored, which the 

meetings between Liu and his lawyer was.

• Article 34 makes it clear that the lawyer should have the right to review, extract and copy litigation  

documents during the prosecution stage, as a way to prepare for a potential  trial.  During the trial  

phase, which includes the time after a case is sent to the court but before the trial hearings are begun,  

the lawyer should have full access to material pertaining to the prosecution of the client.  Liu's lawyer 

has not been provided all the material necessary to properly defend his client, in violation of one of the 

basic principles for the functioning of lawyer and the court system in China.
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JUDGES LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

• According to Article 7 Judge's should in performing their duties (1) strictly observe the laws, (2) to 

handle cases impartially, and (3) protect the litigation rights of the participants. We believe that the 

common occurrence of the judge interfering the defense lawyers pleadings and arguments indicates a 

clear breach of these basic principles of the role of Judge's.

ORGANIC LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S COURTS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

• According to article 6 citizens have the right to use their language if they cannot fully understand the 

language of the region where the trial takes place, and they court shall provide translation if needed. 

URGENT APPEAL

• To: The Special rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders.

• Request: That the Special rapporteur initiate an Urgent Appeal on behalf of Liu Zhengyou. 

• Reason: Politically motivated imprisonment.

• Submitted  by:  “Chinese Urgent  Action Working  Group”,  with  information retained from Liu's  wife, 

daughter and lawyer.

EXHAUSTED APPEALS

The legal process afforded Liu and his wife has been rife with irregularities and violations of law, including for  

his detention, arrest, the prosecutors and police investigation, the actual trial and the courts handling of the 

case. In fact, violations has occurred at every single step in Chinese criminal process. If an appeal is filed, it is  
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almost guarantee to fail, and no other domestic mechanism to overturn the verdict again Liu exist. For these  

reasons, this appeal has been submitted.

ABOUT THE CHINESE URGENT ACTION WORKING GROUP

The  Chinese  Urgent  Action  Working  Group  is  a  Chinese,  Beijing-based  group  consisting  of  human  rights 

defenders which acts to assist fellow human rights defenders in danger. The organization investigates abuse 

against  individuals,  carries  out  public  advocacy  and  communication  with  international  institutions  and 

organizations, and provides legal  aid and financial  assistance when needed.  The organization also regularly 

releases reports and background briefs on issues concerning human rights defenders in China.

CONTACT INFORMATION

http://China-Action.org | China.Action@hushmail.com

LIST OF RELATED INFORMATION

• Has been awarded the 2006 “Housing Rights Defender Award ” by the Geneva-based Centre on Housing 

Rights and Evictions (COHRE). 

• Liu's article on Black Jails: http://www.crd-net.org/Article/fmzj/200911/20091101143451_18041.html

• Liu in the Guardian: http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2006/sep/13/topstories3.china

LINKS TO ARTICLES PUBLISHED BY LIU ZHENGYOU

http://asiademo.org/b5/2004/06/20040630c.htm
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http://www.chinesepen.org/Article/yzzjwyh/200908/Article_20090820004758.shtml

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2003-12-18/15112408108.html

http://boxun.com/hero/2006/liuzhy/31_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/14_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2006/liuzhy/33_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/45_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/48_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/55_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/22_1.shtml

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/liuzhy/15_1.shtml

PRIOR RELEVANT UN CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING LIU

In addition to below correspondence, an appeal was submitted on December 2, 2009 on behalf of Liu by the 
Chinese Urgent Action Working Group.

By the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights defenders
A/HRC/4/18/Add.1 - 18 May 2007 

Urgent Appeal sent by the special rapporteur
On 28 June 2006, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint urgent appeal with the Special Representative of the  
Secretary-General on the situation of human rights defenders, and the Special Rapporteur on the promotion 
and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, regarding Mr. Liu Zhengyou, a human rights 
defender and land activist for the rights of farmers who have been allegedly forcibly evicted from their land and 
houses in Zigong, Sichuan province. According to the information received, on 16 June 2006 Mr. Zhengyou was  
arrested by police officers at Beijing airport, without presenting an arrest warrant, while on his way to Geneva,  
Switzerland in  order  to  participate  in  a human rights  training  workshop organized by  a  non-governmental 
organization. Reportedly, the officers informed the detainee that Zigong Municipal Public Security Bureau (PSB)  
and Sichuan Provincial PSB had requested them to prevent him from going to the above-mentioned event. They 
then put him on a train back to Zigong, where he was detained in the Huidong Branch of the Zigong PSB and  
questioned as a  “criminal  suspect” in relation to his  participation in a demonstration organized to protest 
against forced evictions in April 2005. He was reportedly released on 18 June 2006 and was told that he would  
have to return  for  further  questioning  at  a  later  date.  It  is  also reported that,  in  the spring  of  2005,  Mr.  
Zhengyou applied for a permit for the local farmers to hold the peaceful demonstration mentioned above but 
the request  was denied.  It  is  further  reported that  on 20 April  2005,  when he tried to  submit  a  petition 
outlining local farmers’ grievances, several villagers were beaten and detained by the authorities for “disorderly  
conduct” and “obstruction of traffic”. Allegedly, he has been detained and beaten by the police several times 
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over the past decades for his activism. Concern was expressed that the above-mentioned events are connected  
with Mr. Zhengyou’s peaceful activities in defence of human rights, and particularly with his efforts to protect  
the rights of farmers in Zigong, who were allegedly forcibly evicted from their land and houses, and deprived of  
their livelihood without proper consultations, fair compensations and compliance with the provisions contained  
in international legal instruments. 

Communication received from the Chinese government 
By letter dated 21 August 2006, the Government replied to the joint urgent appeal sent on 28 June 2006 by the  
Special Rapporteur with the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights  
defenders, and the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression. The Government after carefully investigating the matter stated that on numerous occasions Mr.  
Zhengyou sought to organize illegal meetings and disrupt traffic, and that the Huidong branch of the Zigong 
Public Security Bureau opened an investigation concerning Mr. Zhengyou as a suspect in connection with an  
illegal demonstration. Reportedly,  when he tried to leave the country from Beijing in June 2006, he was a  
suspect  in  a  criminal  investigation  that  had  just  been  opened  by  the  public  security  authorities,  which  
prohibited him from leaving the country according to article 8, paragraph 1, of the Law of the People’s Republic  
of China on Control of the Entry and Exits of Citizens. Acting in accordance with the law, the Zigong Public  
Security Bureau brought him back so that the investigation could be concluded. 

--- END OF COMMUNICATION ---
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